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The General Body Meeting began at 6:38 PM. 

Ellie: We will start with a video from the Big 10 Student council presidents on DACA. 

Exec Updates 

Ellie: Our engineering rep Shivani is at a meeting regarding Lambeth field. She will report back 

next GenBod. 

Ty: Thank you for volunteering for the activities fair and changing your cover photo. There will 

be a feedback survey coming out today. We are currently in the last round of chair review for 

semi-annual funding requests, posted by Saturday. Funding for RR1 will have hearings this 

week, so still working with the new structure. The CIO application is now open, and the CIO 

consultants will start meeting with potential CIOs. 

Alex: We had our student dining meeting last week, and had several victories. The veggie patty 

is now up for meal exchange at Subway, there will be more fresh food options, and now they 

will operate until close time. Vegan pizza will be coming to O'hill, and there will be more 

themed meals in the future. Dining is having an “ask me anything” series in each dining location 

in the coming weeks. We will meet again in two weeks, so let me know if you have any 

additional concerns. This Friday, the open housing group is meeting to discuss first year open 

housing. The legislative advisory board will be meeting as well. 

Liam: UVA generally lobbies on behalf of students in Richmond and this year it falls on Feb. 14. 

Second, we are working on bylaw amendments and I want to see the committee purposes 

updated. I will send those out to be edited because it has evolved a lot. Unofficial recruitment 

will be ending this Friday. We will have a website planning session. Also, today committee 

chairs will have the opportunity to give us updates so please be prepared. 

Sarah: I will be having meetings about the SAB project, which has typically been handled by 

MLI. I also met with a national director in charge of college leadership. There have been a few 

efforts to rally student leaders across the country, and his group is trying to bring one back. He 

wants to establish a Slack channel for students across the country to do more coalition building. 

I also met with the chair of Listen First which would be a roundtable with local leaders to 

discuss the events in August, with regard to healing and reconciliation. I confirmed with Dean 

Baucom that he would pilot a series of democracy labs, and we have a bicentennial grant that 

will work alongside him. Let me know if you want to contribute to that effort. I went to the 

historic landscapes advisory committee, which has been critiqued by the Cavalier Daily. On Feb. 

11 and 12, we will have a few live streams with student leaders and task force members, and I 

want your perspective on the questions that we can be asking. Dreamers led phone banking 

efforts this week as we approach a DACA vote that would affect their tuition.  
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Legislative Session 

Roll call 

Motion to vote on prior week’s minutes. Seconded. Passed. 

Cabinet Reports 

Sydney: The pedagogy seminar was cancelled because only 3 people enrolled, which continues 

a trend from past years. The student led classes are still being taught, and will be taught next 

semester. We have a meeting with Archie Holmes coming up. We want to help UVA Schedule 

Me to find funding so it won’t go away. 

Athletic Affairs Chair: We are moving forward with the water bottle project. 

Colleen: I also went to the historic landscapes meeting. It helped us shape our future projects, 

and we are getting ready for the spring night tour.  

Marlena: I am excited to get into the role. 

Diversity Engagement Chair: We are working on the Lewis and Clark statue, after speaking to 

Native American tribes that were not fans of it. For the campus closet, we were having trouble 

finding space, but we are making headway.  

Elizabeth: I have phone call this week about incorporating other student groups this semester. 

We are excited to spend Valentine’s Day in Richmond. We are 3 weeks into the general 

assembly session. One bill they are looking at is freezing tuition during a student’s first year and 

have it remain there until graduation. They are also looking at waiving tuition for particular 

children of veterans. 

Katie: We are working on the resiliency room for Newcomb, and we have meetings set up to 

look at more relaxing spaces on grounds.  

Diversity Engagement Chair: We are hoping to partner with TJ health department. The LGBTQ 

Center has a free testing day coming up soon. We will also look at using our money to do 

gonorrhea and chlamydia testing. 

Emily: We received confirmation from student arts fund recipients. We were able to fund 12 

student projects ranging in a variety of fields. There will be a gallery in the spring. 

Megan: We did Green Leaders on Saturday. The biggest thing was that the community garden 

has been temporarily bulldozed thanks to Dominion. If you have experience in garden or urban 

design and want to be involved in its rebirth, please let me know. Our main thing is Earth Week 

and Sustainabanquet, and we want to have a no styrofoam campaign. As of last semester, we 
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can offer sustainable waste training and composting in the PAC. Also, we will have a 

composting satellite location on the lawn. 

Community Concerns 

Lukas: Regarding the incident at Boylan last weekend, I was confused because the article made 

it seem like it was wrapped up quickly but that is not what witnesses said. The person with the 

firearm left the scene before the police arrived, which makes me concerned what it means to 

have a cleared situation. 

Sarah: I met with someone to why there wasn’t an alert. She said the incident was over within 3 

minutes and there was no imminent threat to students. Although Boylan is filled with students, 

it lies outside the university operated spaces. They assessed that it was not within the bounds 

of the Cleary act. Neither Dean Groves nor I were aware of the incident. I requested that the 

police captain put together a presentation on how they decide whether to put out alerts.  

Lukas: Did she specify why we have received alerts about the corner before, but not now? 

Sarah: She discussed discrepancy concerns, and said that if there was an altercation involving a 

student, it meets a different level of concern.  

Galen: I had an ambassador tell two students to go inside, and the RAs hadn’t received any 

information.  

Sarah: The ambassador did not handle that situation well, and we are going to work on that.  

Victoria: It is my understanding that transition documents will be accessible by any future 

administrations. I think it should be uploaded as PDF so it can’t be edited. 

Liam: Taylor shared some information on the Cleary act, and wanted to talk more about the 

Live Safe App. The app has a geofence notification system that the university could draw. It 

would avoid the act because students aren’t obligated to download it. Administration and Chief 

Gibson understand that we want more communication, it will just take time for it to be 

implemented. We are meeting next week to see what the next step is.  

Sarah: They are also integrating Just Report it as a feature so ODOS will receive notification.  

Liam: More information to come. 

Exec Announcements 

Ellie: Rep meeting in the PAC after GenBod. 

The General Body Meeting ended at 7:16 PM. 


